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Abstract
Existingautomated
modellingsystemseitherrely on large,
complexlibrariesor requirecompleteaccessto the modelledsystem’sbehaviour,neitherof which is desirable,To
address
theseproblems,a simplerarchitecture
for modelling
knowledgeis described,basedon the separationbetween
ideal models of componentsand corrections that can be applied to these idea1models. The use of this architecture to
develop accurate model boundaries is described, based on
consideration of interactions within such ideal models. A
novel algorithm for refining models is also proposed. This
algorithm considers behavioural differences between models and applies the corrections that causethe greatestdifferencesin behaviour. Finally, some models generatedby this
method are shown to be parsimonious.

Introduction
Existing automatedmodelling systemscan be divided into
two broad categorieson the basis of how they develop
models (Schut & Bredeweg, 1996). Model composition
systems(e.g. Falkenhainer& Forbus(1991) and Iwasaki &
Levy (1994)) are characterisedby possessinga library of
complex model fragmentsthat are combined to form the
model. This model composition process is controlled by
,applicability conditions in the model fragment library. In
contrast,model induction systems(e.g. Addanki, Cremonini, & Penberthy (1991) and Amsterdam (1992)) have a
very simple library structure,with model developmentoccurring by comparingthe behaviourof the model to that of
the referentsystem.
These approacheshave contrasting and complementary
advantagesand disadvantages.The libraries used in model
composition systemsare complex and difficult to develop
(owing to the need to ensurethat the applicability conditions are consistent). Such libraries are also restricted in
flexibility: the modelling system is restricted to consider
only those combinations of simplifications that are contained in the library. However, the structureof the modelling library is used to guide the developmentof the mode1
boundary.
Model induction systems,on the other hand, use much
simpler knowledge bases. As there are no separatesubmodels, there are no applicability conditions. Simplifying
assumptionscan be assertedand retracted independently.
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Model revision is performed by comparing the behaviour
of the model to that of the referent systemand using chfferencesin behaviour to select the best alteration to make to
the model. This approachis very flexible, but has the major constraintthat the referent system’sbehaviour must be
specified. In addition, model induction systemsare incapable of determininga model boundary,but insteadmodel
everythingin the referent system.
These considerationsindicate a need to develop a modelling methodologythat combinesthe benefits of the mode1
composition and model induction approacheswhile eliminating their drawbacks. The structure of the modelling
knowledge should be much simpler than compositional
libraries while retaining sufficient sophisticationto allow
the modeller to identify the mode1boundary. The modeller
should perform model revision based on the behaviour of
the model, but this revision should be not be basedon information beyondwhat is in a normal task definition.
In this paper, we describe AIM, an automatedmodeller
that has many of these features. We describethe architecture used in AIM to contain the modelling knowledge and
show how this provides the power and flexibility desired.
We then describe how AIM uses this architecturewith a
novel modelling algorithm to generateparsimoniousmodels, and give someresults showingthis. Finally, we discuss
somelimitations of this approach.

Architecture

of AIM

AIM is a component-centredmodelling system,where discrete, separatecomponentscommunicatewith each other
only through connectionsbetweenspecified ports. Knowledge in AIM is strictly partitioned between knowledge
about physical components(stored in the component library) and knowledge about various models of these components (called m-components, and stored in the mcomponentlibrary). Each of the libraries is organisedinto
a hierarchy of frames, which allows AIM to infer default
values for parametersthat are not specified in the system
description. The componentlibrary is used to store all the
physical parametersrelating to actual components,while
the m-componentlibrary storesall the information relating
to how thesecomponentscan be representedin a model. A
separatelydefined surjective function, with a domain including all components in the library, maps components to
m-components. This function takes account of the state of
the component and the type of interaction to which it is
subjected.
M-componentsare similar to model fragments in that
they are partial representationsof a component’sbehaviour. Each m-componentonly specifies the component’s
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responseto interactionsof a specified type when the component is in a specified state. For instance,the fluid flow
properties of a steel pipe would be representedby a fluidPipe
m-component;the same pipe’s electrical properties would be representedby an electricalConductor
m-component.A single m-componentmay representmany
types of component: for instance; a linearBlock
mcomponentcan representalmost any free object subjected
to a force.
The behaviour of an m-component is described by a
fragment of a bond graph (Rosenberg& Karnopp, 1983)
containedin the m-component. When the model is generated, thesebond graph fragmentsare mergedto produce a
bond graph representationof the model; the bond graph is
used to producethe state equationsthat yield the system’s
behaviour. The parametersthat govern an m-component’s
behaviour(e.g. a linearBlock’S mass)are determinedby
the physical parametersof the componentthe m-component
represents.
When an m-componentis used in a model to representa
component,an effect (an interaction in a specified energy
domain) at one port of a componentwill not necessarily
causesimilar effects at all other ports of the samecomponent. To reflect this, each m-componenthas a set of intraactions, which specify which of the m-component’sother
ports are affected by an effect at any one port. Intraactions do not themselvesindicate any causal direction
within the m-component;they describethe possible causal
orientationsthe m-componentcan support. Causal direc+:,.*"
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componentis placed in a model and the casualordering of
the whole model determined.
Intra-actions are normally symmetric, to reflect the
symmetricnature of the relationshipsbetweeneffects in a
component, i.e. the symmetric relationship between fluid
flow rates at either end of a f 1uidPipe (figure 1a). However, the relationships between some effects are nonsymmetricand the m-component’sintra-actionsreflect this.
For example,the water flow rate from a tap into a bath
affects the flow rate from the plughole, but the converseis
not true (figure I b). This information is used by AIM
when it determinesthe model boundary;this is describedin
the next section.
M-componentsdiffer from model fragments in that an
m-componentonly representsthe ideal model of a component, i.e. a model in which all simplifying assumptions
have beenmade. However,not all of theseassumptionsare
valid in all circumstances:the viscosity of fluid in a pipe
will be negligible if the fluid flows slowly and the model is
226
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only used to representa small time scale. In other situations, the viscosity m ight be significant, and the basic fluidPipe
m-componentwill need to be augmentedto include the effects of fluid viscosity. This is achieved in
AIM through the mechanismof corrections,which can be
added to m-componentsto reflect the retraction of these
simalifvimz
~~~~~r~~~,
lieu assumntions.
.._L r .--..L. .A!! corrections in -AIM au-eexamplesof fitting approximations(Weld, 1992).
Corrections have a very similar structure to mcomponents. Each correction has at least one port, the attachmentport, that controls how the correction is added to
the m-component(though note that correctionsattachto an
m-component’sbody, rather than one of its ports). Some
corrections, e.g. heating in an electrical resistor, introduce
additional ports and intra-actions to the m-componentto
which they attach. The inclusion of such corrections can
expandthe model boundary,but a detailed examinationof
such corrections is outside the scope of this paper. Each
correction contains a bond graph fragment that is merged
into the bond graph of the m-componentto which it applies. Correctionshave various parametersthat are defined
by the physical parametersof the componentto which they
relate.
As each correction representsthe retraction of a simplifying assumption,a correction can only be applied once to
a particular instantiatedm-component. However,the same
correction can be applied to an arbitrary number of different instantiationsof the samem-component,and can even
be applied to different types of m-component. The appli,,A.:,..
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the applicationof that correctionto any other m-component
in the model. The correction candidatesof a model are all
those corrections that can validly be added to the model,
i.e. are not alreadypresentin the model.
This architecture for the modelling knowledge used in
AIM allows for the combination of the benefits of the
model compositionand model induction approaches. The
component-centredapproachto modelling, combined with
the m-components’i&a-actions, provides the sophistication required to accurately determinethe model boundary
in responseto a specifiedtask definition. The separationof
the corrections from the m-componentsallows AIM the
freedomto selectonly the simplifying assumptionsthat are
appropriatein this model.

Generating models
AIM requires three inputs before modelling can begin: a
system description, a task definition, and a significance

function findqarsimonious-model (sd, voi, cd, E)
% sd: systemdescription
% voi: variables of interest
% cd: causaldirection specified in task
% E: significancethreshold value
% m, m’, mnex,:models
% R(m): correction candidatesof m
% r: correction
begin
m = coherent(expand-boundary (sd, 0, voi, cd))
repeat
R(m) = all valid correction candidatesform
J,,=O
for each r E R(m)
m’= coherent (expand-boundary (sd, m + r,
intra-actions(r, attachgort, cd), cd))
J= S(m, m’) % difference in behaviour
if J> J,,,,,
J,,,,=J
mnexr
= m’
end
end
if Jmax4 h % Jmaris significant
ill=%4
I,‘
“*ni?xl
end
until J,, -=zh v R(m) = (}
if R(m) = {)
return nil % cannot guaranteean adequatemodel
else
return m
end
end
Figure 2: AIM’s Algorithm
threshold value. The system description is given in terms
of the componentsthat make up the system and the connections between them. The task definition defines both
the variables of interest and a causal direction. The causal
direction indicates whether the model created should either
describe the effects these variables have on the system, or
describe what factors in the system affect these variables.
This information is used in the model boundary analysis.
The significance threshold value defines when AIM should
regard two models’behavioursas significantly different.
AIM generatesa single output: the model. The model
consists of a 3-tuple of (m-components,
connectzon.9,
corrections),
where m-components
is a set
of instantiated m-components; connections
is a set of
connections, each connection consisting of a domain of
interaction and a set of ports at that connection; and corrc.d-inna
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nent is subjectedto many effects, it may be representedin
the model by severalm-components.
Models are developed in AIM in a two-stage process.
The first stage determines the model boundary, which
identifies the physical and behavioural extent of the model.
The model boundary defines the initial model. AIM then
moves on to test all the simplifying assumptionsmade in

the initial, idealised model and, by adding corrections, retracts those assumptionsthat are unjustified. The process
repeatsuntil AIM determinesthat all the remaining simplifying assumptionsare justified; when this occurs, modelling stops. This algorithm is shown in figure 2. Models are
generatedfor only a single operating region: different operating regions of a system will require different models.
In addition, as AIM is purely a model builder, AIM cannot
control the transitions betweendistinct models.
The discussion below of AIM’s algorithm will be illustrated by showing how AIM generatesa model of a waterfilled syringe (figure 3). The model is intended to show all
the effects of a force applied by the finger.
Finding the model boundary
The determination of the model boundary focuses on the
ports in the model and what other ports in the system are
either affected by these ports, or are needed to explain effects at these ports. As additional ports are identified, the
model boundary expands to include the m-components to
which these ports belong. The algorithm, shown in figure
4, centres on the boundary analysis queue. This stores
details of all the ports in the model (with their corresponding effects) that are currently on the model boundary.
However, there can be no ports on a correctly-drawn model
boundary as any ports on the boundary representan underspecified effect: each port forms part of a junction, and the
effects at a junction depend on all the ports at that junction.
For example,the considerationof the current on one lead at
an electrical junction requires the consideration of the
electrical properties of all the other leads at that junction.
Therefore, the boundary analysis continues until the
boundary analysisqueue becomesempty.
The boundary identification process starts by identifying
the ports and effects referred to in the task definition and
placing these in the boundary analysisqueue. In the example of the syringe, the boundary analysisqueue will initially
contain the single port/effect combination (finger,
end,

linearMechanical).

Boundary expansionperformed port by port, as shown in
figure 4. When several ports are connected, an effect at
one port requires AIM to consider the sameeffect at all the
connected ports (providing the connection supports the
inter-action). All the connected ports are added to the
boundary analysisqueue and the connection is added to the
model. For instance,becausethe finger touches the end of
the plunger handle, this latter port will be added to the
boundary analysisqueue. However, if a port already exists
in the model as part of a connection, the connection must
already have been processedand AIM does not processthis
connection again.

n

Thumb

Figure 3: The Syringe
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function expand-boundary (sd, initmodel, bag, cd)
% m: model
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% p: port
% cp, mp: additional ports
% mc : m-component
begin
m = initmodel
while baq # {)
bap = dequeue(baq)
if bap G m
cp = systemports connectedto bap
enqueue(baq, CD)
m=m+cp
end
mc = correct-m-component(bap, sd)
ifmcgmv-(3psuchthatbEmA
p E intra-actions (mc, bap, -cd)]
mp = intra-actions (mc, bap, ca’)
enqueue(baq, mp)
m=mi-mc
end
end
return m
end
Figure 4: Algorithm for finding the model boundary
AIM also needs to determine the correct m-component
to use to represent each component in the model. The
component is identified directly from the port description.
The combination of port description, effect, and component
type and state (found from the system description) is sufficient to specify the correct m-component to use to represent that component.
AIM checkswhether this port requires further processing
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rent port was placed in the boundary analysis queue
through the analysis of other ports of this m-component
(i.e. if there exists in the model a port of the current mcomponent whose consideration would have caused this
port to be included), AIM can move on to the next port in
the boundary analysis queue. If not, details of the mcomponent, and the component to which it relates, are
added to the model.
The m-component’s intra-actions are then used to determine which of the component’s other ports have effects
that are significant in the model. The causal information in
the task description indicates whether to use the intraactions entering the port (to find the ports that affect the
port in question) or the intra-actions leaving the port (to
rind the ports affected by this port). This only becomes
significant where an m-component’s intra-actions are not
symmetric. All ports mentioned in the relevant intraactions are added to the boundary analysis queue. In the
syringe, the finger is modelled as an exogenousapplication
of force, and so has no intra-actions. The plunger handle,
modelled as a rigid bar, has a symmetric intra-action that
228
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relates mechanical effects at the ends to each other: the
finger pressing at one end of the handle prompts AIM to
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plunger.
The componentsfound to be inside the model boundary
in the syringe example, together with their m-components,
are shown in table 1. Note that all the componentsare represented by ideal models, and note that the atmosphere
surrounding the syringe is explicitly included in the model
boundary.
Refining the model
The initial model, found during the identification of the
1-l a~~~f- is iiiceiy not to be suEcient to addressthe
moaer
oounaary,
task specified. The model is made adequateby the addition of corrections. Corrections can be added for two reasons: to ensure coherence in the model, or to reduce the
behavioural difference between the model and the referent
system.
A model is said to be incoherent if it does not yield a
complete set of state equations’; this normally reflects a
physically impossible situation in the model. The initial
model of the syringe, shown in table 1, would predict an
infinite velocity for the ram, due to the lack of friction or
other similar phenomenain the mode!. Such errors in the
model are removed by the addition of corrections. The
function coherent, described by Smith (1998), identifies
the corrections that could potentially eliminate the error
and selects the one that has the greatest effect on the
model’s behaviour. In the syringe example, this correction
is the friction betweenthe plunger and the cylinder.
However, the main reason for including corrections in a
model is to reduce the behavioural difference between the
model and the referent system. We take the view that
models are always intended, at some level, to explain the
behaviour of the referent system. This allows us to define a
model as adequatefor a task if the behaviour of the model
is not significantly different from the behaviour of interest
of the referent system.
If we assumethat AIM’s libraries contain all possible
corrections (thus ignoring any closed world assumption),
the behaviour of a model can be brought as close as desired
to that of the referent systemby the inclusion of corrections
in the model. Normally, only a few of the possible corrections will have significant effects on the model’s behaviour;
the objective of modelling is to ident@ which corrections
fall into this category. A model that contains all the sign;Gmmt
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An adequate model that contains no other corrections is
parsimonious.
The problem is how to assessthe effect of each correction candidate on the behavioural difference between the
model and the referent system. Model induction systems
do this by generating the behaviour of the model and com’ State equations are found from the bond graph representation of the model. This reliance on bond graphs restricts
the level of granularity of models.

Component
Modelled as
Finger
Sourceof force
Thumb
Not modelled
Ram
Rigid, masslessbar
Plunger
Watertight, rigid, frictionless plunger
Cylinder
Rigid container of inviscid fluid
Nozzle
Rigid container of inviscid fluid
Atmosphere
Source of (zero) pressure
Table 1: M-componentsof the Syringe
paring it to a trace of the referent system’s behaviour, provi&d as part of the problem specification. This requires
that the referent ~stem% behaviour be known.
Alternatively, AIM could produce L “most complex”
model to produce a behaviour trace against which other
models are compared. Unfortunately, this mode1would be
formed under an arbitrary closed world assumption. Additionally, a model that contains all the corrections available
under this closed world assumptionmight not be coherent.
To make it coherent, AIM would have to arbitrarily eliminaie CO~eCiiOnS
io ensue ihe iiiode]‘s coherence. Fina]lji,
increasing the knowledge in the modeller would increase
the complexity of the initial model. If the additional complexity is not needed in the parsimonious model, including
it only servesto increasethe cost of modelling.
Instead of the above approaches,AIM takes the novel
step of using the behaviour of an existing model as the base
against which refinements are compared. When a mode1is
generated, its behaviour is found. When each correction
candidate is assessed,the mode1is revised to include this
correction and the behaviours of the base mode1 and the
revised mode1are compared. This revision and comparison is repeatedfor all the model’s correction candidates. If
no correction causesa significant change in the model’s
behaviour, the mode1 is deemed adequate and modelling
stops. If the largest changein behaviour is significant, then
the correction that caused that change is included in the
model. This revised model becomesthe current mode1and
the process repeats. This approach relies on the effects of
corrections on the model’s behaviour being nearly independent, and on the insignificant correction assumption
(seebelow).
AIM’s search strategy through the space of possible
models is similar to a steepestascenthill climbing search.
If the effects of corrections on the model’s behaviour were
truly independent,the order of inclusion of the significant
corrections would be irrelevant. However, while corrections’ effects are nearly independent, they are not truly
independent. This has the result that if AIM is given a
choice between two correction candidates,both of which
have a significant effect on the model’s behaviour but with
one having a larger effect than the other, AIM should first
include the correction candidate with the largest effect and
reassessthe model.

Whichever correction candidate is chosen, there is a
chance that the remaining correction candidate will not
have a significant effect on the modified model. If the corrections’ effects are nearly independent, a correction candidate with a large effect will continue to have a large, significant effect, ensuring that this correction is included in a
later refinement of the model. However, the small effect of
the other correction candidate might become insignificant
in a later model, meaning that this correction might not be
included. In this case, this correction is not necessaryto
form an adequatemodel, and should not be included in the
final, parsimonious model. This consideration leads to
AIM’s steepest ascent hill climbing search strategy. By
including early the corrections with the largest effects on
behaviour, AIM defers decisions on correction candidates
with smaller effects until their impact becomesclearer.
In AIM’s current implementation, behaviours are generated by simple numerical methods and compared using an
extension of the integral-absoluteerror performance index
(Palm, 1983). However, any method of generating and
comparing behaviours will suffice for AIM’s algorithm to
work so long as behavioural differences can be found, ordered, and tested for significance.
Rather than compare the behaviours of all variables in
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pending on the structure of the mode1and the causal direction in the task definition (if the mode1 is to explain how
the specified variables are affected, only these variables are
tracked; if the effect of the specified variables on the rest of
the model is to be found, all state variables and outputs are
tracked). If there are n tracked variables in the basemodel,
of which v,(r) is the ith tracked variable in the base mode1
and v,‘(t) is the corresponding variable in the modified
model. the difference in behaviour over the period [0, r] is
given by:

9(m, m ‘) = max
lSll?Z

where the performance index is normalised to give a measure of the relative difference in behaviour.
To show how AIM includes these corrections in the
model, consider the simplest coherent model of the syringe
(the model shown in table 1, with the addition of the
plunger friction correction to ensure mode1coherence). If
the cylinder is made of steel, the remaining correction with
the largest effect is the inertia of the water in the nozzle:
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0.01218. Given a significance threshold value of 0.1, this
is an insignificant effect. Therefore, the simplest model,
excluding this correction, is deemedadequate. However, if
the cylinder is made from soft rubber, the deformation of
the cylinder is has the largest effect of all the corrections
with a significant performance index of 0.2186. Following
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the algorithm in figure 2, this means that this correction is
added to the model and refinement must continue.
The Insignificant Correction Assumption
AIM usesthe insignificant correction assumptionto determine when modelling is to stop. Modelling stops when the
current model, m, is adequate. m is adequate iff the performance index between m and the referent system 5 is
insignificant, i.e. 8(m, 5) GE1 (X < I ++ x < E, where E is
the significancethreshold value).
Turning attention to the mythical most complex niodel
m, (for which 9(m,, 5) = 0), there are some corrections r
in m, for which 9(m, - r, m,) < 1. Such corrections are
termed insign$cant, as they have no significant effect on
the behaviour of the most complex model. I is the set of
all such insignificant corrections:

Cylinder

Steel

Force

Corrections

Constant

Plungerfriction*
Plungerfriction*Nozzlefluid inertia
Steel Varying
Plungerleakage
Plungerfriction’cylinder deformation
Rubber Constant
Nozzlefluid drag’Nozzlefluid inertia
Plungerfriction’cylinder deformation
Varying
Nozzlefluid drag*Nozzlefluid inertia
Table 2: Corrections added to the Syringe
* Correction added to ensuremodel coherence.
The value to use for h seemsto be problem dependent,but
an investigation of the combined effects of corrections
(Smith, 1998) suggeststhat using 3L= % is reasonable.

Results
where R is the set of all corrections.
If we assumethat the effects of all corrections on the
behaviour of the model are independent,it is true that:
9(m, - I, m,) < 1
which meansthat mo3- I is an adequatemodel.
The insignificant correction assumption states that no
insignificant correction has a significant effect on the behaviour of any model:
Vr E I, 9(m, m + r) < 1
Therefore, given R(m) is the set of valid correction candidatesfor m:
‘Vr E R(m), 9(m, m + r) =C1 + R(m) c I
t,mzm,-I
--+ 9(m, m,) e I
f) 9(m, 5) x 1
This allows AIM to detect an adequatemodel by examining the effects of the remaining corrections on the behaviour of that model. If no correction candidatehas a significant effect on the behaviour of the model, all the correction
candidates must be insignificant; therefore, the model is
adequate.
However, the assumptionthat all corrections have totally
independenteffects on the model’s behaviour is not wholly
true. In linear systems, corrections will generally have
independent effects, but in order to allow for synergistic
effects between corrections, the independencerelation is
weakenedto:

AIM’s libraries contain approximately 40 components,40 ”
m-components,and 20 corrections. AIM has been used to
generate models for several systems,including a cascaded
tank system, a heat exchanger, and a simple tachometer,
each containing about a dozen components. Each system
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Cylinder
Ctcsl

Finger Force
rnnctant

9(m, m,)
nfmx1fG

9(m-, m,)
-

9(m, - I, m,) K 1lh
which meansthat m is adequatewhen:
Vr E R(m), 8(m, m + r) ==SC
h
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results are described by Smith (1998). However, only the
syringe system(figure 3) is discussedhere.
In order to accurately describe the effect of the force
applied by the finger, the basic model of the syringe (table
1) is augmentedwith various corrections; these are shown
in table 2. However, if the physical parametersin the system description are altered, different corrections will be
appropriate in different circumstances. Table 2 shows how
the necessarycorrections changedepending on whether the
finger exerts a constant or rapidly varying force, and
whether the syringe cylinder is made from steel or soft rubber. The corrections are shown in the order in which they
were added to the model (i.e. the most significant correction first). All models were built under the same significancethreshold value (E) of 0.1.
To determine whether these models are adequate,a very
complex model was built manually and the behaviours of
the generated models were compared to this complex
model. The results are shown in the third column of table
3. In addition, the precursors of these models were also
compared to the complex model and the results of these
comparisonscan be found in the fourth column of table 3.
As can be seen from these results, the models produced

Table 3: PerformanceIndices for Syringe Models

by AIM are adequate @(m, m,) *: 1, i.e. $(m, m,) < E)
while the precursor models are not ($(m., m,) + 0.1). This
means that AIM produced the simplest adequate, i.e. parsimonious, models.

Related Work
Nayak & Joskowicz (1996) describe a typical model composition system, whose modelling knowledge base shares
many features with AIM. Model fragments are organised
into hierarchiesto allow the reuse of modelling knowledge,
and articulation rules (similar to AIM’s intra-actions) are
used to infer what effects are induced in a component in
responseto a given effect. However, the modelling algorithm is entirely reliant on the structure of the modelling
library to guide the modelling process. This is only
achieved at the cost of embedding modelling assumptions
throughout the library. This is shown in the different but
overlapping hierarchies of model fragments, and in the
arbitrary nature of the structural and behavioural preconditions governing when model fragments can be used. Smith
(1998a) shows how most of these embedded assumptions
can be avoided.
In contrast, MM (Amsterdam, 1992) is a typical model
induction systemthat dependswholly on behavioural considerations. However, MM compares qualitative behaviours, which greatly reduces MM’s ability to resolve
qualitatively similar but quantitatively different behaviours.
AIM’s quantitative method of behavioural comparison allows it to produce models more appropriate to the specified
task. In addition, while MM is able to correctly identify
the different behaviourally significant regions within the
system(the lumping problem), little attention is paid to the
determination of the model boundary.
DME (Iwasaki & Levy, 1994) is a model composition
system that uses relevance reasoning to guide modelling.
Each model fragment contains a set of modelling assumptions under which it is valid. As the model boundary expands, these assumptionsare assertedand retracted, which
can prompt the modeller to revise earlier decisions.
DME’s performance depends critically on the correctness
of these assumptions. Iwasaki & Levy do not guarantee
this is the case,and instead offer the library coherenceassumption. AIM’s simpler knowledge base structure obviates the need to make any such coherence assumptions
when developing the libraries, and AIM ensuresthe coherence of models as they are being built.
Williams & Raiman (1994) have produced Charicatures,
a radically different modelling systembased on the simplification of the equations that represent the most complex
model. Their major contribution is their exploration of the
concept of a model’s domain of validity, which describes
the situations in which the model can be used with confidence. This is used to indicate when model transitions are
required. However, focusing solely on the equations is a
very shallow approach as it ignores the physics that underlies the algebraic formulation. This restricts the application
of Charicaturesto situations that have already been modelled as algebraic systems.

Conclusions
We have described AIM, an automated modelling system
that uses a novel architecture to provide both power and
flexibility during the modelling process. AIM implements
an algorithm that does not rely on external sources of information or fine structure in the modelling knowledge to
guide and halt modelling. Instead, AIM compares the behaviours of successivemodels, including corrections that
cause significant changes in the model’s behaviour. We
have shown that this approach to modelling usually generatesparsimoniousmodels.
However, this approach relies on the insignificant correction assumption and assumptions about the independence of corrections. Tests on other systems have shown
that, occasionally, these assumptionsare not sophisticated
enough to always ensure parsimonious models. In addition, AIM’s reliance on fitting approximations restricts the
types of corrections that can be made.
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